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1. Introduction
The demands of modern communication market to printing enterprises
are continuously getting higher and higher. In the changed economic
environment the printing companies have to subordinate their full-scale
activities to the demands of the market, while facing a large number of
challenges. As a consequence of rising competition, each enterprise has
to make an effort to utilize their own resources at the optimum level, and
to react to their clients’ demands faster and in a more flexible way than
earlier.
Market orientation has an effect on the processes within the
organizations, too. Among the internal factors the processes are of
primary importance as their optimization can reduce the number of
unexploited opportunities.
Nowadays the transformation, digitization of printing processes can be
witnessed. The influence of digital technology on processes, the striving
for digitization is getting ever stronger. In connection with this, the
possibility of control of manufacturing processes has come to the fore in
the printing industry, too, which integrates planning, manufacturing and
delivery to bring about information flow for the automation of the
individual tasks requested to be realized. CIM, Computer Integrated
Manufacturing – or networking, an expression now used in the printing
industry – by connecting processes and equipment into a network
realizes an integrated information flow, thus enabling us to improve the
efficiency of processes.
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Small and medium-sized national printing companies, by means of
connecting processes and machines into a network, with the application
of open file formats can keep pace with technical development and the
competitors.
2. The aims and basic priciple of the resarch
The main aim of the doctoral thesis is to elaborate a complex analytical
method for the realization of the integration of printing processes into a
computer network to enable the national printing enteprises to gain a
uniform and consistent basis to realize it. This way an approach gets
elaborated, which can be made use of in practice and is, at the same time,
well-grounded both theoretically and methodologically, enabling printing
companies to deliberately develop and realize their activities connected
to networking.
I wish to examine the characteristics of the printing process and
workflow management in case of Hungarian printing enterprises
empirically, by means of quantitative research methods.
A questionnaire survey was drawn up and conducted under my direction
and with my collaboration, the results of which form the primary mass
of data of the analyses.
An attempt was made to create a complex analytical method for
networking in printing, with analysis of the technical-technological level
of the enterprise being a part of it.
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The applicability of the method in practice was examined by means of a
qualitative, case study approach. In my analysis the networking complex
analytical method was applied in a development project.
The relevant literature and knowledge concerning process and workflow
management, as well as their application in printing and the development
of manufacturing process and workflow management was surveyed
based on books, magazine articles, conference lectures, dissertations etc.
published both in Hungarian and in foreign languages.
3. The research model
Hypothesis 1.
Based on the analysis of the results of the survey „Workflow in the national printing
industry 2006/2007” it can be proved that in the case of Hungarian printing houses
surveyed, the integration of processes and machines into a network is hindered by noncompatible tools (machines, softwares) and the lack of up-to-date digital data formats.
Hypothesis 2.
By means of the determinant process characteristics of a printing enteprise a method
suitable for the examination of a networking technical-technological level can be
created.
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Hypothesis 3.
The integration of the processes and equipment of a printing enterprise into a network
(networking) can be analyzed by means of organizational, technical-technological and
financial demand elements.
With the help of the demand elements a complex networking analytical method can be
outlined, by which the technical development level of the organization can also be
studied.
Hypothesis 4.
It can be assumed that in the course of the relization of the networking development
project of a printing enterprise, the complex analytical method based on demand
elements can be applied with good results.
To determine the networking demand elements the data of the survey
„Workflow characteristics in the national printing industry 2006/2007”
were used as primary application, and also I studied resource literature
and documents and collected information at interviews.
The aim of the examination is to analyze the effect of digital technology
on processes and to analyze the networking demand elements of the
examined Hungarian printing enterprises. The analysis serves to support
hypotheses 1 and 2.
To analyze the technical-technological level of the printing enterprise
also the results of the survey „Workflow characteristics in the national
printing industry 2006/2007” were used.
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The examination aims at the elaboration of a method to analyze the
technical-technological level of networking. The elaborated method was
tested in practice in the course of the examination „The technicaltechnological level of networking 2008/2009”. The analysis of the results
serves to support hypothesis 3.
For the practical application of the complex networking analytical
method for printing enterprises the results of the case study
„Networking project” were used. The aim of the examination is to
determine the applicability of the complex networking analytical method
in the course of a development project. The analysis serves to support
hypothesis 4.
Whereas the central model of my research work is to introduce the
complex networking analytical method for printing enterprises.

4. The research methodology
Questionnaire surveys
In the centre of my research work was the survey of descriptive
character, the questionnaire-type examination. In the course of the
survey „Workflow characteristics in the national printing industry
2006/2007” a questionnaire survey was conducted and the effect of the
application of digital technology on printing processes was studied.
The participants of the survey answered a total of 54 questions in 12 sets
of questions (work preparation, arrival of digital files or originals,
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prepress, workflow system, colour treatment, control of digital files and
under- and overfilling, proofmaking, print mould making/Ct Plate, after
the print preparation has finished: manufacturing process based on
digital data, digital printing, digital handling of data and operational
system, general data).
The questionnaire survey went on for one and a half years starting in
May 2006 and was conducted locally, on the spot. In the course of the
survey the data of 65 printing enterprises got into the database and
became the basis of the research work. The questionnaires of the
empirical survey were evaluated with the help of Microsoft Office Excel
2003 software. In the course of the quantitative analyses variance analysis
was also carried out where the Excel statistical analysis programme was
used.
Company interviews
The analytical method of networking technical-technological level
elaborated in the course of the research work serves to illustrate the
technical-technological development of a printing enterprise. As a part of
the present research, during the survey „Networking technicaltechnological level 2008/2009” interviews were conducted at companies.
This way a survey of the manufacturing processes and machines of
enterprises – from the point of view of their possible integration into a
computer network – was carried out. At the interviews performed at the
survey, the participants answered a total of 44 questions in 9 sets of
questions (calling for bids and estimate, costing and accounting,
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electronic work bag, materials management, electronic manufacture
planning, recording manufacturing data, prepress, printing, binding).
The interviews went on for one year starting in May 2008. In the course
of the survey the data of 26 printing companies got into the database.
After processing the data the networking profile – which characterizes
three dimensions of the technical-technological level (real, wished to
achieve, possible) – of six enterprises was represented in a network
diagram.
The evaluation and representation of the survey data was carried out by
means of Microsoft Office Excel 2003 software.
Qualitative analyses
To approach and systematize the demand elements, which serve as the
basis of networking complex analytical method, I studied the technical
literature, documents, examined the results of the survey „Workflow in
the national printing industry 2006/2007”, analyzing in detail the
answers given to the relevant questions of the questionnaire, and also
made interviews of qualitative character with the Hungarian and foreign
experts of the manufacturing companies.
The networking complex analytical method was examined in practice by
the case study „Networking project”. In the different phases of the
project surveys were completed and networking profiles were analyzed.
For the technical-technological analysis the SWOT analysis was applied.
In the course of financial analysis savings were determined and on the
basis of the data the starting investment costs of a non-network printing
company were estimated.
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5. Phrasing of the theses
As a result of the dissertation, a uniform solution was provided for
printing process optimization being a part of process management by
means of a networking analytical method. A complex analytical method
to integrate the processes and machines of printing enterprises into a
computer network was created, which consists of an examination based
on a complex – made up of organizational, technical, technological and
financial demand elements – system of demands and the application of a
measurement method used for the representation and analysis of the
technical-technological level of networking.
Thesis 1.
At the examined printing enterprises the integration of processes and machines into a
network is hindered by non-compatible tools (machines, softwares) and the lack of upto-date digital data formats.
Thesis 2.
Properties and findings that can be regarded as new were opened up in connection with
the optimization of printing processes integrated into a computer network by means of
the systematized and characterized, coherent and uniform networking system of
demands.
The integration of printing processes and equipment into a network (networking) can
be successfully analyzed by means of organizational, technical-technological and
financial demand elements.
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Thesis 3.
As a result of my thesis a method to analyze the technical-technological level of
networking in printing was created, by means of which the technical level of
networking can be recorded and analyzed, the changes in the course of the building-up
of the manufacture integrated into a computer network can be followed perceptibly.
Thesis 4.
During the realization of the networking development project of a printing enterprise
the complex analytical method based on demand elements can be successfully applied.
6. The exploitation of the results in practice
The results of the resaerch carry novelties both for practical and
theoretical experts. In terms of theory the research presents the multicoloured technical literature of process and workflow management. In
connection with the topic several principles are clarified, which are not
used in a uniform way in printing technical literature either, mostly as a
result of not enough circumspection during translation from English.
While carrying out the doctoral research it was important to work out
results that can be utilized also in practice. The empiric workflow survey,
the result of which constituted the starting point of my studies, forms a
notion about the technical-technological development of the enterprises
of the national printing industry, how far they have got in the
development of processes, in the application of digital technology and
how consciously they deal with the optimization of processes.
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The complex analytical method of the integration of printing processes
into a network can be a tool of process development practices, by means
of network demand elements forming its basis the technical relization
process of networking can be analyzed and further tasks can be
determined. Whereas with the help of the analytical method of technicaltechnological level the building-up process of network-integrated
manufacturing can be followed perceptibly and analyzed. Based on the
method, enterprises are provided an aid to prepare the networking
project already in the planning phase. The networking complex analytical
method can be used by every national printing company simply and
successfully. This means about 500-600 active small, medium-sized and
large enterprises.
The theoretical and practical results of my research work can be made
use of during teaching and have been and are being put to use. E.g. in
the elaboration of the curriculum of the course „Applied digital
technologies” and its teaching. The results have been and are published
so they are accessible to the Hungarian and foreign professional public.
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